The FT Commodities Global Summit – March 2022

In this time of the year, the lake close to Lausanne harbour breathes calm, harmony and
peace. Yet, at the Commodity Global Summit of the FT between the 21st and the 23rd of
March, just a few meters off the water, the mood was altogether different. Commodity
markets are accustomed to volatility and disruptions, and over the past few years we have
had a rather full agenda with the acceleration of the energy transition, two opposite, yet
massive demand shocks, and the on-going dislocation of the commodity supply chains
caused by the Covid pandemic. Little prepared though was the commodity world to an even
bigger shock: war. What consequences for the commodities, demand, and supply? How
much markets would be affected? Would energy transition be derailed or boosted? The
Beau-Rivage, which has witnessed so many peace negotiations in its elegant salons over its
long history was thus packed with anxious commodity traders, bankers, insurers, ship
owners, keen to have the opportunity to get together and take hold of unbeknownst market
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conditions. As ever, the FT journalists did an excellent job in ensuring that no card would
be left unturned, no question unanswered in these most uncertain times.
Indeed, uncertainty was overarching (and still is when this is written). Most panels had been
organised prior the 24th of February, i.e. before Ukraine ‘s invasion by Russian ‘special
forces’. To quote but a few “business as usual” panels and summing up key thoughts:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

New technologies (AI and big data) and their influence on commodity trading: likely
significant but not quite just yet.
How commodity prices will be influenced by the environmental impact of their supply
chains? Eventually, demand for “dirty” commodities will fall if alternatives exist.
Energies of the future: Hydrogen, but not quite yet and nothing to trade hitherto.
Carbon markets. There is definitely something to trade here! A must but needs to be
standardized and price sharply up to change behaviour and create market depths.
Battery metals. Europe needs to strengthen its supply routes vs China, but the wild
card is how fast technology will evolve and challenge existing metal requirements?
Because as it goes, we are far from producing what we will need for the day after
tomorrow.
How ESG features in lenders priority list? At the very top of course, comes rain or
shine. Or war?
Is sustainable agriculture a nice to have or a must have? A must have and already
good progress has been made in that direction notably in Latin America.
Shipping supercycle? After a disastrous decade the market is now much better
orientated, but a lot of uncertainty remains in all compartments - dry, containers and
energy, with supply chains overhaul being the norm rather than the exception.

Yet war was on everybody’s mind. A particularly interesting feature of the summit was the
numerous 121 interviews with Commodity traders CEOs. Many of them appeared drained
and worried by the current situation. Two things seemed to focus their attention: The coming
shortfall inevitably created by the fact that Russian barrels will be sooner rather than later
become off-limit and the consequence on their respective business strategy, with notably
questions about long-term contracts and, for some, the fate of investments made with
Rosneft.
But there was also a more immediate issue: the looming liquidity problem on the organized
future exchanges: with the high volatility and huge uncertainty triggered by the war, open
interest on markets have shrunk significantly. To lure “speculators” to offer counterparty
solutions to physical players’ hedges, trading houses have been compelled to lock extremely
high initial margins. IM usually are worth a few basis points, but as counterparties have
deserted the organised markets, they reached up to 50 or 80 pct of the price to hedge. This
means that to conduct normal trade business with appropriate hedge requires a much higher
liquidity pool. To the point where the volume of trades undertaken may have to be capped.
However attractive these trades could be, and indeed they could be very profitable in such
volatile markets! More worrisome, as organized markets are getting increasingly illiquid,
hedges have to be structured over the counter. So much for an appropriate visibility on
positions and counterparty risk!
A few large players jointly made an appeal to central banks and regulators about this. So far,
the response has been to say the least lukewarm. Central banks and financial market
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regulators do not really understand commodity trading dynamics and trading houses are not
exactly on their radar screens which are by and large focussed on banks. The result of the
traders’ plea has so far been questions asked to commercial banks about their exposure on
commodities. Not quite the expected reaction… All but one CEO supported this plea but that
did not come as a surprise as he leads a trading house which by design is much less involved
in physical trades that his (larger) peers.
Meanwhile, commodity traders have a point. Without smooth hedging, physical commodity
trade is very risky. If hedges become unpractical, they might have to limit their trades. Too
bad if this happens at times when commodity traders’ expertise has never been so critical:
Covid then the war and soon covid again (China is a case in point) means that commodity
supply chains will remain significantly disrupted for a while. For consuming markets to
weather potentially massive disruptions, nimble traders, and their unique skills in mastering
optionalities are badly needed to absorb the shocks.
To sum up the debates surrounding the consequences of the Ukraine war, hereafter are the
hundred-dollar questions that whether on or off-stage were the most debated.
•

What is the short, and longer-term perspective of oil and gas prices?

If one thing most professionals agreed upon, whether hedge fund managers, or traders, it is
that sooner rather than later we will have to learn dealing with little or no Russian supply.
Overreliance of Europe on the geographically convenient Russian supplies of oil, gas, metals
is no longer acceptable. World oil supply is thus anticipated to decrease by between 2 and
3mio barrels. Unless demand swamps, this will put pressure on oil prices. Strikingly the most
bearish professional was suggesting that, by summer, oil price would reach 150$ and that
diesel would be in very short supply in Europe. More hawkish sentiment on the hedge fund
managers side (of course?), predicting a barrel over 200$ and more by year end. Where are
the US shale producers? Until the backend of the curve adjusts to around 80$, there is just
not enough incentive for the “cavalry” to come to the rescue. Anyway, shale producers would
not be able to raise their production before 12 months and will only do so if market conditions
were durably attractive. Their prime objective has clearly shifted from volume to profitability:
debt servicing features high on their priority list nowadays.
As to gas, speakers expressed doubts about any practical and swift alternative to substitute
Russian gas anytime soon. Europe will compete with Asia for US LNG, and this without enough
infrastructure (most regasification terminals are in Portugal and Spain without enough
pipelines towards northern Europe); Qatar and Algeria could offer so much of additional
supply, as Norway.
In fact, as supply mechanically shrinks through sanctions and self-restrain to source from
Russia, the only way to rebalance the market whether for oil or gas, requires a lower demand.
How is this achieved? Two possibilities:
- Either in an organized fashion through rationing or energy consumption savings. A
painful change of consuming habits but hopefully not too long as markets adjust and
alternative supply sources gather momentum.
- Or through a vicious circle of recession/inflation. Much more painful and probably
longer lasting.
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What are the odds? The mood is sombre, and without clear collective bold decisions,
stagflation threats get more real as war lingers.
•

Is the energy transition going to take a pause?

Can we quickly replace Russia’s supply without drawing on more unfriendly sources of energy
such as coal or nuclear? Clearly the professionals attending the summit did not believe so.
Coal demand will have to grow in Europe notwithstanding the transition route that has been
elected. Will energy transition then take a pause as war is shifting priorities until alternative
routes have been identified and renewables can catch up? However sensible, this would
probably be very politically incorrect. The society at large (from citizens to investors to banks
to democratically elected governments in Western countries) is unlikely to accept a change
of tack to the master plan. Energy transition if one thing is bound accelerate not slow down.
Decarbonation is a one-way road. No U-turn is allowed. Would War time justify extraordinary
decisions? The reality is that very few would be ready to go against the consensus.
It would also be unpractical: new mining or energy developments require from 5 to 7 years
to be up and running and cost several billions. No investors would embark on such
“temporary” projects. Last but not least, which international bank would finance new fossil
fuel projects or support higher “dirty” trade flows?
•

Will sanctions be effective?

They already are and few were doubting this at the summit. Whether official sanctions or the
most elusive yet pervasive self-sanctions whereby no international bank, no underwriter, no
international shipping company would take the risk to carry trade with Russian counterparts.
However, many questioned the ability from Europe to build a consensus around Russian Oil
and gas ban. One month after the summit, they are proving to be right.
Could India and China take advantage of cheap Russian energy? Probably and one panelist
suggested that the current 35$ discount on a 100$+ barrel was simply too little to hurt Russian
trade. In effect, Russia is even showing a net positive trade balance since the war as its imports
have tumbled whilst energy and metals export proceeds are sharply rising. Meanwhile China
is said to be massively storing cheap (Russian) oil…
A mixed picture it is, therefore.
•

Whilst geopolitical and credit risk is rising, how are banks behaving?

Trading houses delivered a quite encouraging message with regard the key support provided
by their banks: none has expressed any concern and in fact several traders confirmed that
whenever they asked for additional bank support, either because of the mechanically higher
financing requirements linked to commodity prices or to provide the necessary liquidity
buffer to face margin calls, banks have been quite forthcoming. Banks confirmed this on and
off-stage. This is probably one of the most positive take-away from the summit. And
somehow a surprising one when remembering the withdrawal of a few banks and the
portfolio downsizing of many in 2020 amid market volatility and frauds in Singapore and
Dubai. Or is it? This merely confirms that banks have not vacated this strategic market. Simply
they have concentrated their exposures on larger trading houses, the very one
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communicating at the summit. Commodity trading is increasingly a big boy business. This was
amply demonstrated over these fascinating 3 days in Lausanne.
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